Tell us what you think
If you are not happy with something
we have done you can talk to the
Patient Advice and Liaison Service
which is also known as PALS.

Planning for when you
leave hospital

You can phone us on 0800 028 4203
(24 hour voicemail available). The team
will return your call as soon as they can.

You can write to PALS:
Patient Advice and Liaison Service
University Hospitals
Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust
Clifford Bridge Road
Coventry, CV2 2DX
Or
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Smoking is not allowed inside or outside of the hospital.
If you smoke and would like help quitting please call:
024 7696 4760.
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Planning for when you
leave hospital
You have been in hospital because
you were unwell.

When you leave hospital you might need
some of the following things.
Medication.

Arrange transport to get
home.

You are better now so you can now
leave hospital.

Outdoor clothing and
footwear for your journey
home.
Staff will use the word ‘discharge,’ this
means they are preparing for you to
go home, or to somewhere else
where you will be cared for.

If you are not sure what day you are
leaving hospital you can ask a
member of staff on the ward.

If you are a patient at University
Hospital in Coventry you will wait in the
Hospitality Lounge on the Ground Floor
until you go home.

If you are a patient at the Hospital of
St Cross in Rugby you will wait on the
ward until your transport to take you
home arrives.

You might need extra help at home
and there will be people from Social
Care and the Discharge Team to help
you.

Food and basic supplies for when you
get home.
If you feel unwell when you get home
you should contact your doctor (GP) or
call 999 to get help.
New equipment may be put in your
house to help you.

You can ask your carer or relative to
help you with all these things listed.
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Other important information
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Seeing the doctor again
You might have to come back to
hospital to see a doctor again after
you leave. You will be told or receive a
letter if you do.
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